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 Working Group Members:  

 Ursula Gundert-Remy, Chair of the Working Group 

 Alicja Mortensen, Chair of the ANS Panel 

 Ruud Woutersen, Vice-chair of the ANS Panel 

 EFSA: 

 Juliane Kleiner, Director Scientifc Evaluation of Regulated Products 
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 BfR: 

 Prof. Dr. Dr. Alfonso Lampen 

 Prof. Dr. Bernd Schäfer 

 Priv. Doz. Dr. Karen Hirsch-Ernst 

 Dr. Klaus Richter 

 Dr Susanne Andres 

1. Welcome and Tour de Table for participants’ introduction 

The Chair of the meeting, Juliane Kleiner, welcomed the participants to this meeting. 

Participants introduced themselves in a Tour de Table. 

The current meeting was organised upon request from the Working Group in charge of 

the drafting of the opinion to make sure that the assessment performed meets the 

expectations of the BfR in line with the Terms of Reference of the mandate, before the 

finalisation of the opinion. 

2. Adoption of agenda 

The agenda was adopted without changes. 

3. Risk assessment of peri- and post-menopausal women taking food 

supplements containing isolated isoflavones1 

                                       
1 http://registerofquestions.efsa.europa.eu/roqFrontend/questionLoader?question=EFSA-

Q-2013-00916  

http://registerofquestions.efsa.europa.eu/roqFrontend/questionLoader?question=EFSA-Q-2013-00916
http://registerofquestions.efsa.europa.eu/roqFrontend/questionLoader?question=EFSA-Q-2013-00916
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 Presentation on process followed for risk assessment 

A presentation was given by C Smeraldi and U Gundert-Remy to illustrate the steps 

taken so far, the risk assessment strategy defined by the Working Group and how this 

has been implemented after being endorsed by the ANS Panel, further to the 

consultation with BfR on the draft protocol, in September 2014.  

As previously communicated, the risk assessment strategy has been captured in a 

protocol which will be annexed to the final opinion, thus providing detailed description 

and documentation of the process followed for gathering, selecting and appraising the 

evidence. It was further explained that the timing of this mandate coincided with the 

start of a project within EFSA, the PROMETHEUS project (Promoting Methods for 

evidence use in scientific assessments), aimed at further improving EFSA’s methods for 

dealing with data and evidence2. Within this context, the current risk assessment served 

as a pilot-test and for this reason the EFSA Scientific Committee has received regular 

feedback on the progress made and on the preliminary results. 

The ANS Panel has also received regular feedback on the assessment performed by the 

Working Group. In particular, at its last plenary meeting, held on 10-12 June 2015, a 

thorough discussion took place, leading to the endorsement of the draft opinion by the 

ANS Panel.  

The systematic review methodology has been applied for answering the questions on the 

possible association between the use of isoflavones from food supplements and the 

potential harmful effects on the mammary gland, the uterus and the thyroid in the 

population of peri- and post-menopausal women. Due to the large heterogeneity of the 

data it was not possible to perform a meta-analysis, however in synthesising the results 

a great effort has been made at grouping the data according to similar type of 

intervention for each of the pre-defined endpoints considered relevant for the risk 

assessment. 

For the other parts of the opinion, more narrative approaches have been followed and 

these are again clearly documented in the protocol. 

It was further explained that the whole process has been supported by a web-based tool, 

DistillerSR3 in which all the references retrieved by the literature searches have been 

uploaded. Special forms have been created to keep track of the reasons for excluding 

studies during the selection process. Once included, the studies were subsequently 

appraised by the Working Group experts for their Risk of Bias using the checklist 

described in the protocol and made available again through the Distiller tool. The system 

ensured full traceability of the different steps taken in the assessment. 

In accordance with the protocol, an updated extensive literature search is being run, 

covering the period September 2014-June 2015, for gathering additional data on the 

systematic review. The new records found will be screened using the same methodology 

and applying the same inclusion/exclusion criteria. If deemed relevant for inclusion in 

the systematic review, these will be appraised and included in the opinion. 

 Discussion on Draft scientific opinion 

A draft opinion was distributed in advance to the meeting to the participants. It was 

clarified that further to the distribution of the opinion a Working Group meeting was held 

on 24 June 2015 during which the draft text was further revised. It was also clarified 

that it is in any case the ANS Panel responsibility to adopt the final text of the opinion 

and therefore the text may undergo significant revision prior to the adoption, 

independently from the advice given by the Working Group. 

                                       
2 http://www.efsa.europa.eu/en/efsajournal/pub/4121.htm  
3 https://distillercer.com/products/distillersr-systematic-review-software/  

http://www.efsa.europa.eu/en/efsajournal/pub/4121.htm
https://distillercer.com/products/distillersr-systematic-review-software/
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During the current meeting an opportunity was given to exchange views between the 

members of the Working Group, EFSA and the BfR on the overall assessment and on the 

preliminary conclusions reached by the Working Group. In particular the following 

comments were noted, for further elaboration by the Working Group: 

 Inclusion of women with current/previous history of breast cancer in the 

scientific opinion 

According to the study protocol, studies performed in women with past history of 

breast cancer were not to be excluded however few data arising from this sub-

group of the more general population of peri- and post-menopausal women have 

been gathered at the end of the systematic review process. As such the Panel is 

of the view that due to the potential underrepresentation of individuals with 

conditions which might affect their sensitivity to adverse effects such as breast 

cancer, the conclusions of the Panel are only applicable to healthy peri- and post-

menopausal women, i.e. without underlying oestrogen sensitive diseases. 

Such conclusions are furthermore in line with the general remit of EFSA, which is 

to provide scientific advice for the general population. It is acknowledged that the 

boundaries of this risk assessment should be clearly expressed and to this end 

the opinion will be carefully revised in order to avoid potential ambiguity or 

misunderstanding. 

Since the BfR considered women harbouring (unrecognised) breast cancer cells or 

with the history of breast cancer as a target group the BfR suggested to consider 

other studies. To this end it was noted the suggestion made by the BfR to include 

in the opinion other studies (e.g the one by Shike et al. published in 20144 

covering breast cancer patients or ovariectomised animals with implanted breast 

cancer cells or with tumor induction with well-known carcinogens)) which were in 

the first instance excluded from the systematic review because not fulfilling the 

pre-defined inclusion criteria. Although the study by Shike et al. (2014) 

encompasses only a short intervention with soy protein, time limitations have not 

been mentioned as an exclusion criterion for studies in the terms of references, in 

the disclaimer of the opinion or in the protocol for risk assessment. According to 

the BfR a time restriction such as the one applied (e. g. an intervention of at least 

3 months) should not be used as an exclusion criterion, since possible relevant 

adverse effects occurring after a few days or weeks would be ignored (same case 

e.g. for Sathyapalan et al. 2011 reporting on thyroid endpoints). Furthermore, 

the draft EFSA opinion does not include animal studies investigating tumour-

promoting effects, which in the view of BfR would be necessary to evaluate 

possible risks for women at high risk for breast cancer as a special target group.  

The Working Group agreed to introduce clearer explanations in the draft opinion 

concerning the criteria applied and to better document the choices made also in 

the final protocol which will be annexed to the opinion. 

It was however stressed that in accordance with the systematic review 

methodology followed, in the event of changes to the inclusion/exclusion criteria 

applied for the screening of relevant data, the protocol would need to be 

substantially amended and the whole process should be re-started from the very 

beginning. Failure to do so would hamper the rigour of the method applied and 

would expose the opinion to later criticism for the arbitrary selection of studies. 

 Consideration of studies conducted in specific animal models (athymic 

mice implanted with breast cancer cells, DMBA induced mammary 

tumours) 

As detailed in the protocol, studies conducted in animal models in which breast 

cancer is induced by carcinogenic substances (e.g. DMBA) or xenograft mammary 

                                       
4 Shike M, Doane AS, Russo L, Cabal R, Reis-Filho JS, Gerald W, Cody H, Khanin R, Bromberg J and Norton, 

2014. The effects of soy supplementation on gene expression in breast cancer: a randomized placebo-
controlled study. Journal of the National Cancer Institute, 106(9):dju189 doi: 10.1093/jnci/dju189 
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cancer models or studies conducted in immunodeficient animals were not 

considered relevant for risk assessment by the Working Group and the ANS 

Panel. The Panel again acknowledges that these studies may provide suggestions 

on the possible mechanisms of action of isoflavones in breast cancer, and to this 

end these studies have been collected during the process of selection of the 

literature, in the event of a Mode of Action analysis being conducted. 

The ANS Panel has however confirmed the approach defined by the Working 

Group of considering first the studies of higher relevance for the target population 

of the current risk assessment, i.e. studies conducted in peri- and post-

menopausal women and in ovariectomised animals and to conduct a mode of 

action analysis only in the event of adverse events being identified in the relevant 

studies. It was explained that it was of the view of the Working Group and of the 

ANS Panel that the Mode of Action analysis was not needed in the current 

assessment. 

The Working Group acknowledges however that some information coming from 

these studies excluded from the systematic review could be introduced in the 

paragraph 1.5.3 (Effects on the different tissues) to support the problem 

statement. 

 Regulatory status and maximum limits in non-EU countries (section 

1.7.1) 

The Working Group thankfully acknowledges the additional information provided 

by the BfR. This additional reference will be added in the dedicated section of the 

opinion. 

 Results from observational studies on mammary gland (section 3.2.1) 

The BfR referred to the unknown but probably very low isoflavone exposure in 

these observational studies. Hence, it is not surprising that a breast cancer risk 

was not observed based on these data. The BfR pointed out that, based on 

considerable uncertainties, the evidence provided in these studies was not 

sufficient to refute the hypotheses of an increased risk of breast cancer 

associated with the intake of isoflavones from food supplements (depending on 

duration and level of exposure). 

The Working Group acknowledges that the text in section 3.2.1 deserves further 

elaboration, in particular with respect to the reporting of the results from 

observational studies. The limitations of the studies are discussed later in the 

opinion and the Working Group acknowledges that the uncertainties around the 

findings from the observational studies may deserve further elaboration. The 

Working Group stressed however that beside the individual limitations and beside 

the limited number of studies included that fulfilled the inclusion criteria, it is fair 

to conclude that the results of the observational studies consistently showed no 

effect associated with the intake of food supplements containing isoflavones. 

Uncertainties around actual intake of isoflavones are intrinsic to the methodology 

of observational research compared with controlled interventional studies, 

however the initial lower confidence rating in these type of studies is 

strengthened by the fact that there is consistency among this type of evidence. 

The limitations and the uncertainties of the observational studies will be further 

elaborated also in the conclusions of the opinion (section 4.). 

 Results from animal studies reporting effects on mammary gland 

(section 3.2.2) 

It was anticipated that, as agreed at the last WG meeting, the text will undergo 

revision.  

 Results from human studies on uterus (section 3.3.1) 

The Working Group acknowledges that the discussion on the results from the 

human studies included in the systematic review deserves further clarification 
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 Results from animal studies reporting effects on the uterus (section 

3.3.2) 

With respect to the graphical representation of the results from studies in OVX 

rats measuring the uterotrophic effect of isoflavones, it was anticipated that a 

legend to Figure 2 is being elaborated, in order to warn the reader about 

exercising caution in interpreting the results. 

 Exposure to isoflavones from food supplements (section 3.6.2) 

Suggestions for inclusion of additional references in Table 23 are welcomed. 

Studies should be similar in methodology to the ones included and recently 

published. 

 Conclusions (section 4.) 

As a general remark, the Working Group appreciates that the conclusions need to 

be re-elaborated to highlight the impact of the uncertainties as currently 

expressed in section 4.1 on the overall assessment. The limitations of the studies 

with respect to the doses tested and the duration of treatment of follow-up needs 

to be elaborated.  

All the points raised above for the other sections will also need to be incorporated 

in the revised conclusions. 

Some conclusions on exposure are still to be elaborated. 

The BfR agreed with the EFSA Working Group that a schematic overview or table 

should be finalized to summarise the information on which 

isoflavones/preparations were actually used and which dosing and duration of 

exposure were covered by the analysed studies.  

 

4. Further steps 

Additional comments in writing were encouraged, to be submitted by 10 August 2015. 

These, together with the amendments to the draft opinion, will be discussed by the 

Working Group at its final meeting on 26-27 August 2015.  

A final draft version will be then distributed to the ANS Panel at the very beginning of 

September for adoption at its plenary meeting on 8-10 September 2015. It is therefore 

expected that the mandate is likely to be completed on time. 

It was explained that publication of the opinion is typically done within 15 working days 

after its adoption. A longer time is usually needed in the case of opinions that are 

accompanied by communication (e.g. press release or web stories) and this may be the 

case for the current opinion. In addition, given the length and the complexity of the 

opinion, more time may be needed in order to complete the formatting to make the text 

ready for publication. 

The BfR was informed that EFSA will in any case issue a pre-notification in advance to 

the publication to reach all the interested parties, including those industry associations 

that have provided data. 

5. Any Other Business 

None. 

  




